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Abstract: Urinary dopamine fluctuations in the competitive inhibition state were first 

documented in 2009. At that time, it was noted that progressively higher daily dosing values 

of L-tyrosine decreased the magnitude of these fluctuations. While extensive statistical analysis 

has been performed by the authors since 2004, it was not until 2012 that a plausible explanation 

was formulated. In the process, correlations with L-tyrosine administration and the on/off effect 

of Parkinson’s disease were defined. This paper documents the current knowledge with regard 

to the management of retrograde phase 1 dopamine fluctuations and investigates the hypothesis 

that they are caused by a melanin steal phenomenon. 
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Introduction
In 2004, during interpretation of urinary serotonin and dopamine amino acid load 

testing, retrograde phase 1 urinary dopamine fluctuations were defined. By 2005, it 

was noted that increasing the daily L-tyrosine consumption significantly decreased 

fluctuations. The phenomenon was formally documented in 2009: 

[…] the fluctuations in dopamine excretion were smaller in samples obtained from 

patients ingesting incrementally greater amounts of tyrosine; and this difference for the 

combined phases 1, 2, and 3 reached a high level of statistical significance (p , 0.0001) 

when compared to phase 0 samples.1 

A potential etiology of dopamine fluctuations was not defined until 2012. This 

paper documents the current knowledge regarding this phenomenon as associated 

with the treatment of Parkinson’s disease. The primary hypothesis is that if significant 

retrograde phase 1 urinary dopamine fluctuations exist in the competitive inhibition 

state, then the primary force causing this phenomenon is melanin steal, which causes 

dopaquinone to preferentially utilize L-tyrosine and L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine 

(L-dopa), leading to an inconsistency of dopamine synthesis. 

The three-phase response
L-tryptophan is metabolized to 5-hydroxytryptophan (5-HTP), which in turn is 

metabolized by aromatic L-amino acid decarboxylase (AADC) to serotonin. L-tyrosine 

is metabolized to L-dopa, which in turn is metabolized by AADC to dopamine.2–8 

Competitive inhibition between serotonin and dopamine exists in transport, synthesis, 

and metabolism when precursors of both are administered simultaneously in levels 

that are high enough and properly balanced.5,6 Objective verification of the competi-

tive inhibition state is under the apical regulatory super system (APRESS) model. 

Under APRESS, changes in only serotonin concentrations will affect changes in 

dopamine concentrations in a predictable manner. The inverse is also true: changes 

to only  dopamine concentrations will affect serotonin concentrations in a predictable 
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manner. Functions exclusively controlled by manipulation 

of serotonin in the endogenous state may be regulated by 

dopamine and/or serotonin manipulation in the competi-

tive inhibition state. Functions exclusively controlled by 

manipulation of dopamine in the endogenous state may be 

regulated by dopamine and/or serotonin manipulation in the 

competitive inhibition state.5,6 

Figure 1 illustrates the three phases of correlation between 

urinary serotonin or dopamine with the total daily dosing 

values of serotonin and dopamine precursors in competitive 

inhibition: inverse (phase 1), no (phase 2), and direct (phase 3) 

correlation.1 These responses are generated by the basolateral 

organic cation transporters type-2 (OCT-2) of the proximal 

convoluted renal tubule cells’ (PCT) S3 segment. Under 

normal conditions, serotonin and dopamine filtered at the 

glomerulus are transported into the PCT and then metabo-

lized, and are not found in the final urine. The serotonin and 

dopamine (which are centrally acting monoamines) in the final 

urine represent monoamines that are newly synthesized by the 

kidneys. The monoamines newly synthesized in the PCT are 

preferentially transported by serotonin transporters (SERT) 

and OCT-2 across the S3 basolateral border of the PCT to the 

peripheral circulation via the renal vein. SERT is responsible 

for bulk transport, while OCT-2 is responsible for fine tuning 

the exact final amount of monoamines transported to the sys-

tem. The monoamines not transported to the peripheral system 

are carried across the apical PCT S3 surface by organic cation 

transporters novel type-2 (OCT-N2), then onto the final urine 

as waste.2,9 The importance of renal OCT-2 functional status 

analysis to the central nervous system is documented: 

The current knowledge of the distribution and functional 

properties […] of cation transport measured in intact plasma 

membranes is used to postulate identical or homologous 

transporters in intestine, liver, kidney, and brain.10

Serotonin and dopamine both need to be conceptualized 

independent of each other, each with its own three-phase model. 

The phases illustrated in Figure 1 correlate with specific con-

figurations which, in the competitive inhibition state, define the 

functional status of the OCT-2 in the transport of serotonin and 

dopamine. Phase 1 correlates with the transporter entrance gate 

inhibiting full monoamine access to the unsaturated transporter 

lumen. Entrance gate restriction of monoamine access to the 

transporter lumen dissipates as the sum total of serotonin and 

dopamine presenting at the gate increases. This causes increas-

ing amounts of monoamine to be transported to the peripheral 

system, while decreasing concentrations observed in the final 

urine. Phase 2 correlates with full monoamine access to the 

unsaturated lumen as the effects of the entrance gate restriction 

are no longer present. Phase 3 correlates with full transporter 

lumen access as the entrance gate effects are no longer a factor 

while the lumen transporter is saturated. This leads to the phe-

nomenon whereby increases in serotonin or dopamine concen-

trations presenting at the saturated transporter lead to increased 

excretion of these monoamines in the final urine.2,5,6,9

Fluctuations
It takes 5 days to achieve equilibrium when the daily dosing 

value of a serotonin or dopamine amino acid precursor is 

started or changed.5,6 Urinary dopamine levels that are higher 

than can be achieved in phase 3 at the equilibrium of a specific 

amino acid dosing value are definitive evidence that urinary 

dopamine fluctuations are present. For example, while ingest-

ing 120 mg of L-dopa per day, the phase 3 urinary dopamine 

response limit is defined as 1,500 µg of dopamine per gram of 

creatinine (µg/g cr). Urinary levels higher than 1,500 µg/g cr  

are not a phase 3 response, but represent retrograde phase 1 

dopamine fluctuations, as illustrated in Figure 2.

These fluctuating retrograde phase 1 urinary dopamine 

assay results are not reproducible. They are also revealed with 

repeat assays on different days with the same L-dopa dos-

ing values. In studying this phenomenon, it is apparent that 

there is a force variably compromising dopamine synthesis, 

pulling dopamine back into phase 1, which then fluctuates. 

These variations are a random occurrence in the laboratory 

assay. The urinary dopamine assay is a single snapshot of 

the fluctuating urinary dopamine level in the competitive 

inhibition state. Serotonin levels vacillate in response to 

dopamine fluctuations, a phenomenon that is explained by 

the APRESS model.5

Methodology
Table 1 is based on statistical analysis of urinary serotonin 

and dopamine amino acid precursor load testing performed 
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Figure 1 The three-phase response of serotonin or dopamine in the competitive 
inhibition state.
Note: copyright © 2013. Dove Medical Press. Adapted from Hinz M, stein A, 
Uncini T. The dual-gate lumen model of renal monotransport. Neuropsychiatr Dis 
Treat. 2010;6:387–392.9 
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on  Parkinson’s disease patients by DBS Laboratory Ser-

vices, Inc. (Duluth, MN, USA) between January 1, 2014 

and September 4, 2014. 

Laboratory sample processing was as follows. After 

1 week on a specific amino acid dosing, a urinary sample was 

obtained 6 hours prior to onset of the sleep cycle; 4 pm was 

the most frequent time of collection. After stabilization with 

6 N HCl for preservation of the monoamines, the samples 

were shipped to DBS Laboratory Services, Inc. Commercial 

kits for radio immunoassay were used (3 CAT PIA IC88501 

and IB89527; Immuno Biological Laboratories, Inc, Minne-

apolis, MN, USA). DBS Laboratory Services, Inc. performs 

 high-complexity laboratory testing that is accredited by 

 Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA). 

Parkinson’s disease melanin 
steal model
With the induction of suboptimal L-tyrosine and/or L-dopa 

concentrations, retrograde phase 1 fluctuations can and will 

occur.1,5,6 Dopamine fluctuations may be intermittent. It is 

common to observe initial assays wherein the dopamine 

and serotonin are following the three-phase model prior 

to the occurrence of retrograde phase 1 dopamine fluc-

tuations. It has been previously documented that, in the 

competitive inhibition state, increasing L-tyrosine daily 

dosing decreases dopamine fluctuations.1 Prior research 

has revealed that administration of progressively higher 

amounts of L-tyrosine can move the urinary dopamine out 

of phase 1, through phase 2, and into phase 3. This research 

further revealed that L-tyrosine alone will not establish 

urinary dopamine concentrations higher than 475 µg/g cr 

going into phase 3.5,6

The prototype for understanding the etiology of dopamine 

fluctuations is the exaggerated response seen in Parkinson’s 

disease. Retrograde phase 1 urinary dopamine levels of 20,000 

to 200,000 µg/g cr are common, while levels above 2 million 

µg/g cr are occasionally observed. Exacerbation of dopamine 

fluctuations may occur as the serotonin and dopamine daily 

amino acid precursor dosing levels (not including L-tyrosine) 

increase and/or as time passes on a static dose. 
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 Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

→→Increasing the daily balanced amino acid dosing→→

120 mg L-dopa maximum phase 3 =1,500 µg/g cr

When taking 120 mg of L-dopa 
daily, a urinary dopamine level of 
2,000 µg/g cr represents a
phase 1 retrograde fluctuation.x

Figure 2 Retrograde phase 1 dopamine fluctuation.
Notes: At a dose of 120 mg of L-dopa, urinary phase 3 dopamine levels higher 
than 1,500 µg/g cr are not observed. Under these conditions, levels higher than 
1,500 µg/g cr represent a phase 1 retrograde fluctuation. Copyright © 2013. Dove 
Medical Press. Adapted from Hinz M, stein A, Uncini T. The dual-gate lumen model 
of renal monotransport. Neuropsychiatr Dis Treat. 2010;6:387–392.9

Abbreviations: cr, creatinine; L-dopa, L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine.

Table 1 Group amino acid parameters associated with the reported urinary dopamine amino acid load testing results in patients 
diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease

N All subjects Subjects with 2 tests

168 80
Mean 5-HTP 75 mg 112.5 mg
Median 5-HTP 123.8 mg 127.9 mg
standard deviation 5-HTP 76.0 mg 71.4 mg
5-HTP dosing range 37.5–300 mg 37.5–300 mg
Mean L-dopa 4,200 mg 5,040 mg
Median L-dopa 4,505 mg 5,595 mg
standard deviation L-dopa 3,169 mg 2,874.4 mg
L-dopa dosing range 480–12,600 mg 0.0–14,280 mg
Mean tyrosine 3,000 mg 16,500 mg
Median tyrosine 9,345 mg 18,064 mg
standard deviation tyrosine 13.015 mg 13,784 mg
Tyrosine dosing range 375–46,500 mg 750–46,500 mg
Mean urinary dopamine 52,461 µg/g cr 71,197 µg/g cr
Median urinary dopamine 83,144 µg/g cr 99,086 µg/g cr
standard deviation urinary dopamine 95,020 µg/g cr 111,994 µg/g cr
Urinary dopamine range 2,047–528,840 µg/g cr 6,265–528,840 µg/g cr

Notes: All data are based on the last test submitted and include all subjects tested between January 1 and september 4, 2014. in the right column, subjects with fewer than 
three tests performed were excluded. 
Abbreviations: 5-HTP, 5-hydroxytryptophan; cr, creatinine; L-dopa, L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine.
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While carbidopa/L-dopa combinations are the current 

standard in medicine, 5-HTP, as documented in Table 1, was 

administered in place of carbidopa based on the following 

considerations. Carbidopa has no efficacy in the  treatment 

of Parkinson’s disease symptoms. Its only  indication is 

management of the L-dopa-induced side effect nausea.11 

It is documented that carbidopa irreversibly binds to and 

permanently deactivates the active form of vitamin B6 

(pyridoxal 5′-phosphate [PLP]), PLP-dependent enzymes, 

and depletes B6 reserves.12 Depletion of B6 by carbidopa 

and benserazide adversely affects over 300 enzymes and 

proteins that depend on B6 for their function.13 Both are 

effective in controlling L-dopa-induced nausea by the same 

mechanism of action, AADC inhibition.5,6,11 The inhibition 

caused by carbidopa is irreversible, while 5-HTP inhibition 

is reversible.5,6,12 A primary advantage of 5-HTP over carbi-

dopa is that it does not irreversibly bind to nor permanently 

deactivate or deplete PLP, PLP-dependent enzymes, and PLP 

reserves, thereby avoiding system-wide nutritional deficiency 

and collapse of B6.12 Both Parkinson’s disease and adminis-

tration of L-dopa are associated with serotonin depletion.4,14–17 

5-HTP is freely metabolized to serotonin without biochemical 

feedback regulation. This means that it is the most powerful 

precursor available for serotonin synthesis in compensating 

for the known serotonin depletion associated with Parkin-

son’s disease and its treatment.5,6

L-tyrosine administration has not been previously docu-

mented at the daily dosing levels found in Table 1. It is asserted 

that daily L-tyrosine dosing, greater than 5,000 mg, needs to be 

started or increased only in response to a confirmed laboratory 

indication in the competitive inhibition state. Previous research 

by the authors has revealed that, when the laboratory indications 

exist, virtually all patients tolerate L-tyrosine administered at 

the individualized levels reflected in Table 1. The hypothesis is 

that if there is a tolerance to the nutrients being administered, 

then there was a need in the body for these nutrients.

Table 2 presents real-life data from one subject. While 

the daily dosing value of L-dopa was decreased by 33.3% 

between the first and second assays, the urinary dopamine 

levels increased more than 16-fold. L-cysteine is admin-

istered to compensate for the ability of L-dopa to deplete 

thiols.5,6 The next recommended step in treatment would be to 

start L-tyrosine 3,750 mg twice a day for control of dopamine 

fluctuations and to continue adjusting the L-dopa daily dosing 

with pill stops consistent with previous documentation.8

L-tyrosine is an amino acid synthesized from phenyl alanine. 

The recommended dietary allowance (RDA) for phenylala-

nine is 3,000 to 5,000 mg per day.18 In humans, L-tyrosine is 

metabolized to one of five metabolites: tyramine, 3-iodo-L-

tyrosine, 4-hydroxyphenylpyruvate, dopaquinone, or L-dopa.19 

Fluctuations of tyramine, 3-iodo-L-tyrosine, and 4-hydroxy-

phenylpyruvate have not been documented. By default, this 

leaves the melanin system, with its precursor dopaquinone, 

as the prime candidate for generating L-dopa/dopamine 

fluctuations in the competitive inhibition state. Both melanin 

and dopamine fluctuations have been documented.1,4,20–25 

The inverse association between the increasing daily L-dopa 

dosing value with the magnitude of dopamine fluctuations in 

the competitive inhibition state has also been documented.1,4 

Not documented until now are the interactions of L-tyrosine,  

L-dopa, and dopaquinone, with regard to the previously docu-

mented dopamine variances.1

As noted in Figure 3, two enzymes catalyze metabolism 

of L-tyrosine to L-dopa: tyrosinase and tyrosine hydroxylase. 

Tyrosinase also catalyzes metabolism of both L-tyrosine and 

L-dopa to dopaquinone, the critical precursor of melanin syn-

thesis (Figure 3).19,26 Tyrosinase is known to have higher effi-

cacy in the conversion of dopamine to dopaquinone than in the 

conversion of L-tyrosine to L-dopa.27 In Parkinson’s disease, 

there is a 50% to 90% loss of tyrosine hydroxylase-containing 

cells and a 33% to 80% loss of neuromelanin-containing neu-

rons in the substantia nigra.28 As a result, the system attempts 

to synthesize more melanin by increasing concentrations of 

β-melanocyte-stimulating hormone (MSH).29 An increase in 

MSH induces increased activity in tyrosinase. Increases in 

tyrosinase activity, up to 90-fold, secondary to MSH stimu-

lation have been reported.30 Melanin fluctuations have been 

documented in vivo and in vitro.20–22 The hypothesis is that if 

decreasing tyrosine hydroxylase activity and increasing tyro-

sinase activity is more effective in the synthesis of dopaqui-

none than dopamine, then this leaves melanin synthesis and 

fluctuations in a more primary position, while the melanin-

induced fluctuations of L-tyrosine and L-dopa are reflected as  

dopamine fluctuations on laboratory assay. 

Table 2 One patient’s laboratory results

Date Dopamine μg/g cr 5-HTP L-tyrosine L-dopa L-cysteine

July 5, 2014 2,391 75 mg 750 mg 2,160 mg 4,500 mg
september 10, 2014 42,174 75 mg 750 mg 1,440 mg 4,500 mg

Notes: These data are from one subject. The dopamine of 9/10/2014 demonstrates a retrograde phase 1 dopamine fluctuation. Testing was done at the same time each day. 
Note the higher dopamine level with a lower L-dopa dose.
Abbreviations: 5-HTP, 5-hydroxytryptophan; cr, creatinine; L-dopa, L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine.
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Implications 
The on/off effect is defined as symptoms of Parkinson’s 

disease that wax and wane and are not fully controlled with 

L-dopa. With classic on/off effect, Parkinson’s disease 

patients have better control early in the day, decreased 

control 6 to 12 hours after rising, then better control prior 

to onset of sleep.31,32 The results reported herein adhered to 

the retrograde fluctuation model and L-tyrosine was only 

administered for the control of fluctuations when urinary 

dopamine levels exceeded 40,000 µg/g cr. This paper is 

based on accumulated data, which reveal control of the on/

off effect in over 800 Parkinson’s disease patients treated 

with L-tyrosine, administered only when indicated, with 

no refractory cases reported. Curiously, low-protein diets 

have been reported to have a positive effect in the manage-

ment of the on/off effect, yet this laboratory-guided amino 

acid administration approach ameliorates the phenomenon 

completely.33

In Parkinson’s disease patients, the correlation between 

motor fluctuations and dopamine fluctuations has been docu-

mented for several years.23–25 Until this novel approach, there 

was no objective, laboratory-based method for addressing 

the problem of dopamine-driven motor fluctuations. Obser-

vations also support the assertion that patients not exhibit-

ing the on/off effect who are more difficult to control with 

L-dopa may benefit from administration of L-tyrosine in 

response to laboratory indications. Once enough L-tyrosine 

is administered to compensate for and meet dopaquinone 

synthesis needs, further administration of L-tyrosine opti-

mizes dopamine synthesis by meeting some of the dopamine 

precursor needs (Figure 3). 

Discussion 
The need for higher levels of L-tyrosine is not absolute. 

Administration needs to be guided by laboratory indication. 

When laboratory indication exists, there is a tolerance of the 

higher dosing of L-tyrosine. Bearing in mind that the melanin 

system has the ability to preferentially steal the precursors 

of dopamine, the following question was posed: “What is 

the melanin system involved with that is so important that 

it has the ability to assume priority in the metabolism of 

amino acid precursors over the catecholamine system?” 

Melanin regulates cyto kines. If optimization of melanin 

synthesis occurs using this approach, then this approach may 

be the foundation for regulating and optimizing cytokine 

function.34,35 No evidence has been found to support the 

concept that cytokine function is important enough to pref-

erentially steal the precursors required for catecholamine 

synthesis and optimal function. A more compelling argument 

is that the various forms of melanin are DNA protective. 

Ultraviolet (UV) radiation may cause melanoma and other 

deadly events. Melanin has the ability to establish a protective 

barrier around DNA, protecting it from toxin damage.36,37 It is 

documented that “[…] melanin binds directly to DNA, it acts 

as a direct photosensitizer of mtDNA damage during UVA 

irradiation.”38 The hypothesis is that if the momentary load 

of toxins or UV protection fluctuates, then melanin needs 

will also fluctuate.

Conclusion
Urinary dopamine fluctuations have been recognized since 

2004, but were first documented in 2009.1 Melanin concen-

trations are known to fluctuate under normal conditions. In 

Parkinson’s disease patients, there is a defect of the postsynap-

tic dopamine neurons found in the substantia nigra of the brain. 

The dark color of the substantia nigra is from neuromelanin-

rich cells. As the disease progresses, the substantia nigra turns 

progressive shades of lighter gray with the loss of neuromela-

nin. There is diminished tyrosine hydroxylase activity and 

an increase in MSH which increases tyrosinase activity. The 

Dopaquinone Melanin synthesis

Tyrosinase

Tyrosinase
Tyrosine L-dopa Dopamine

Tyrosine 
hydroxylase

Tyrosinase

Figure 3 Tyrosinase enzyme metabolism of tyrosine and L-dopa to dopaquinone along with metabolism of tyrosine to L-dopa by tyrosinase and tyrosine hydroxylase.
Note: Data from stansley and Yamamoto.14

Abbreviation: L-dopa, L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine.
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enhanced tyrosinase activity is more effective at synthesizing 

dopaquinone than L-dopa. The model is that dopaquinone/

melanin synthesis has priority in utilization of L-tyrosine 

and L-dopa at the expense of stable dopamine synthesis and 

concentrations. As a result, dopamine synthesis fluctuates as 

the needs of melanin synthesis are preferentially met. 

The diagnosis of dopamine fluctuations in the competitive 

inhibition state is a novel approach for determining whether 

there is adequate L-tyrosine supplementation in the stabiliza-

tion of Parkinson’s disease patients and may be a powerful 

tool for the management of the on/off effect and for the 

control of cytokines.
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